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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

GENERAL

This visual impact assessment study forms part of the Basic Assessment Report (BAR)
that is being undertaken for the proposed power line by Acer Environmental
Management Consultants (Acer).

Because the proposed site is in close proximity to the Maluti Mountains and could
impact on the Maluti Route which is a tourism attraction that is likely to grow in
importance, the proponent, Eskom requested that the issue of potential aesthetic
impacts be assessed for inclusion in the BAR.

1.2

LOCATION

A possible corridor for the construction of the proposed power line has been identified by
Eskom. The corridor is located to the north of the Lesotho border and extends for
approximately 2km on either side of the R26 road between Clocolan and Ficksburg.
Refer to Figure 1, Locality Map.

1.3

BACKGROUND OF SPECIALIST

Jon Marshall is a qualified Landscape Architect who has been involved in Visual
Impact Assessment over a period of approximately 30 years. He has developed the
necessary computer skills to prepare viewshed analysis and three dimensional
modelling to illustrate impact assessments. He has undertaken visual impact
assessments for major building and infrastructure projects and has been involved in
the preparation of visual guidelines for large scale developments.

A brief Curriculum Vitae outlining relevant projects is included as Appendix I.
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Map extracted from Terms of Reference

2

METHODOLOGY

2.1

MOTIVATION

From a site visit it is obvious that the landscape within which the project is proposed is
relatively close to the Maluti Mountains in the southern Free State and that the corridor
has potential importance for tourism activities within the area.

The general importance of the area for tourism is obvious at the entrance to Ficksburg
where there are numerous signboards along the road side advertising bed and breakfast
accommodation.

From discussion with the Setsoto Municipality it was highlighted that the R26 forms part
of the Maluti Route which is a growing tourist attraction which is made up of a series of
local art and craft outlets as well as accommodation and restaurants located on a
specific route leading through the more scenic areas of the region. This attraction is
intended to be based on the highly successful Midlands Meander in KwaZulu Natal.

To date tourism attractions within the study area have not been extensively developed
although the following attractions are obvious;
• A large farm stall located approximately 10km from Colcolan.
• Two bed and breakfast establishments that are located on farms close to
Ficksburg.
• The Meulspruit Dam which is located close to Ficksburg. This area is used by local
people and is the site of the annual Ficksburg Cherry Festival

Both the Proponent and the Principle Consultant are aware of the potential extent of the
landscape change, because of this a Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) was
commissioned.

2.1

RELEVANT GUIDELINES

There are numerous guideline documents for visual impact assessment, most of which
have a common approach. Key documents are listed in the References Section of this
report.

As there are no local guidelines, a South African document was used to define the
nature and extent of necessary input. The “Guidelines for Involving Visual and
Aesthetic Specialists in EIA Processes” as developed by the Government of the
Western Cape Province of South Africa (2005) sets levels of input subject to the likely
sensitivity of a landscape as well as the scale and nature of a proposed development. It
therefore provides a basis for justification and agreement of a required scope of work.
This document is attached as Appendix II for reference.

2.2

LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT

In accordance with the above mentioned guideline and due to the scale of the
proposed mine and possible level of landscape change, a Level 3 Assessment has
been commissioned. This requires the following input;
1. Identification of issues raised in scoping phase, and site visit;
2. Description of the receiving environment and the proposed project;
3. Establishment of view catchment area, view corridors, viewpoints and
receptors;
4. Indication of potential visual impacts using established criteria;
5. Inclusion of potential lighting impacts at night;
6. Description of alternatives, mitigation measures and monitoring programmes.
7. Review by independent, experienced visual specialist (if required).

This approach has been discussed and agreed with the Primary Consultant.

2.3

DETAILED METHODOLOGY

2.3.1 Identification of issues raised in scoping phase, and site visit
As only general issues have been raised by scoping, issues have largely been drawn
from the site visit and discussion with the Principle Consultant.
8

2.3.2 Description of the receiving environment and the proposed project
The description of the receiving environment has been prepared from observations
during the site visit and reference to background information that were provided by
the Principle Consultant.

2.3.3 Establishment of view catchment area, view corridors, viewpoints and
receptors
The establishment of the view catchment area or viewshed has been prepared using
a digital terrain model and ARCGIS Spatial Analyst software. This provides an
analysis based on landform only and does not take into account distance to the
horizon due to the earth’s curvature, the effect of distance from the proposed lines or
other objects such as vegetation or weather conditions.

The digital viewshed analysis is therefore amended following a site visit. This can be
either be undertaken by amending the identified area to take account of specific
elements, or by making qualifications where there are conditions that affect visibility
over large sections of the identified area.

Key viewpoints / receptors were located form observations made on site.

2.3.4 Indication of potential visual impacts using established criteria;
Visual impacts will be assessed using the following objective criteria:
•

The significance of the affected landscape.

•

The nature and scale of the landscape and its ability to absorb the proposed
development.

•

The extent to which the development is visible and the significance of the
areas from which it will be seen.

A subjective judgement as to whether the potential impact is negative or positive will
also be made. Specific reasons for this judgement will be defined in order that
stakeholders understand the rationale and have the opportunity to register
agreement or disagreement with the assessment.

9

2.3.5 Inclusion of potential lighting impacts at night
The potential for light pollution is usually documented based on a comparison of the
density and intensity of existing lighting and likely level of lighting associated with a
proposed development. In the case of the proposed power line however, there will be
no lighting associated with the development. There will therefore be no potential for
light pollution.

2.3.6 Description of alternatives and possible mitigation measures.
The location of the possible corridor has been established by the Applicant. The
detailed criteria for this are not known but it is assumed that the selection of the
corridor is based on a number of criteria including;
•

Land ownership.

•

Development costs.

•

Topography.

•

Access requirements for maintenance.

From discussion with the Principle Consultant, the identified alternatives include;
A. Development along the R26 road.
B. Development along the existing 88KV power line route.
C. Development along a new alignment within the identified corridor.

Possible mitigation measures include the use of alternative poles / pylons which
include a solid pole structure with various cable configurations or a steel lattice pylon
structure similar in nature to the existing 88KV line. The alternative designs are
attached as Appendix II for information. Photographs of the existing steel lattice
pylon structures and a solid pole structure found in the region are indicated in
Photographic Plates 1 and 2.

2.3.7 Review by independent, experienced visual specialist (if required).
A review has not been undertaken in the preparation of the Draft Report.

10
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PLATE 1 - EXISTING 88KV OVERHEAD POWER LINE, STEEL
LATTICE PYLON STRUCTURE

PLATE 2 - EXISTING 88KV OVERHEAD POWER LINE, SOLID STEEL
MONOPOLE TOWER
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND NATURE OF VISUAL IMPACTS

3.1

GENERAL

Details regarding the precise locations the alternative lines and of poles / pylons were
not available at the time of reporting. Descriptions of alternative alignments as indicated
in 2.3.6 were provided verbally by the Principle Consultant. Alternative alignments A and
B as well as the possible development corridor are indicated on Figure 2, Alternative
Alignments.

3.2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Ficksburg Local Municipality is supplied from the Clocolan Distribution Sub-station
via an existing 88 kV power line. The maximum demand for the transformers was
measured at16.82 MVA in 2011, which is 84% loading of the installed capacity. The
sub-station is a radial sub-station with approximately 9,000 customers. A fault on the
existing 88 kV power line results in supply lost to all customers. This project will result
in the construction of a radial feed which will ensure a secure supply should one of
the power lines experience a fault.

The construction process is likely to follow the following sequence;
•

Excavation and concrete work for tower bases. Due to the dispersed nature of
the bases, it is unlikely for concrete to be batched on site. It is likely that
concrete will be ready mixed and brought in by concrete trucks as and when
required.

•

Erection of towers in a progressive manner. It is common for materials for a
number of poles to be delivered to site at the same time. Erection requires the
use of a mobile crane to hold prefabricated elements in position. This process
is relatively rapid as each pole / pylon is prefabricated off site.

•

Stringing of cables which also requires the use of cranes and mobile hoists to
enable workers to fix insulators and attachments and to pull cables between
towers.

The above process is relatively clean, rapid and only affects the area immediately
surrounding each tower location.
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An operating servitude will have to be registered in favour of Eskom to protect the
alignment. The servitude will prevent development and any other use that could
compromise the overhead line. It will not prevent current agricultural uses or access
beneath the line.

The following dimensions have been provided by the Applicant.
•

Tower height: 18-24m

•

Tower spacing: 225-250m

•

Tower type: monopole

•

Operating servitude: 31m (15.5m x 2)

3.3

NATURE OF VISUAL IMPACTS

Initial construction is unlikely to have a significant visual impact. Initially work will take
place around each tower. Activities will be obvious over limited areas only. The most
obvious elements are likely to include;
•

Storage of poles / pylons for tower construction.

•

Trucks and mobile cranes

As work progresses, towers will become obvious in the landscape. Work is likely to take
place on a limited number of towers at any one time which means that during
construction, towers will gradually appear in the landscape on a progressive basis.

By the end of the construction process, when cables have been strung between towers,
the full visual impact of the project will be experienced. The operational phase is highly
unlikely to result in any significant additional impact. It is possible however, that crews
will be visible from time to time undertaking maintenance on individual towers.

Overhead power lines are a familiar sight within the region. Typically, from a distance,
the towers that are more obvious than the overhead conductors. This is because the
towers are reasonably substantial structures whereas the overhead conductors have a
relatively small diameter. Whilst the overhead conductors are generally not highly visible
from a distance, under certain conditions, they can be made more obvious by reflected
sunlight.
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From short views the overhead conductors are generally relatively obvious.

Plate 2 indicates a photographs of the existing overhead 88KV power line that is similar
to the proposed. In the middle of the image is a tower with overhead conductors that is
within 100m of the viewer. Both the lines and tower structure are highly obvious.

Another thing to note from Plate 2 is that because the structure of the lattice pylons is
open, they become significantly less obvious with distance. By the third setoff towers (at
a distance of approximately 750-900m from the viewer, whist the towers are visible they
are certainly not sufficiently obvious to draw the eye away from the overall view. The
effect of the lattice pylons visually blending into the backdrop will differ with weather and
lighting conditions, however the photographs were taken on an exceptionally clear day
and they are likely to illustrate a close to worse-case scenario.

The relative impacts associated with use of a solid pole structure or a lattice pylon is
also an issue that needs consideration. Plate 2 also serves to illustrate the relative
impacts. The view is of a low voltage overhead cable on the right of the road suspended
on solid poles and the existing 88KV overhead line on the left side of the road
suspended on a series of lattice pylons. It should be noted that the solid poles are
substantially smaller than those required for this project.

The key observation to be made from this comparison is that;
•

From a short distance (first pylon and solid pole) the overall size of the pylon is
more obvious and whilst the structure is partially transparent, the visual mass is
greater than the solid pole on the opposite side of the road which is a more
slender structure.

•

With distance the lattice pylons increasingly blend into the background and
become more transparent whereas the solid poles on the opposite side of the
road remain obvious. With the larger solid towers that will be required for the
proposed project, this effect is likely to be more marked.

In summary the following conclusions can be drawn from these observations;
• Overhead conductors are unlikely to be obvious at a distance of more than 400500m.
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• Lattice pylon structures are likely to visually blend into the background at a
distance of approximately 900m.
• At a short distance (less than 100m) the visual mass of a lattice pylon is likely to
be greater and therefore more obvious than a solid pole structure.
• At a distance of 250m-300m, lattice pylon is likely to have greater transparency
and therefore be less obvious than a solid pole structure.

As indicated previously these general effects will vary with lighting and weather
conditions.

PLATE 3, VIEW OF SIMILAR LINE TO THAT PROPOSED, NOTE 3
ARE JUST VISIBLE

RD

AND 4

TH

PYLONS
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4

ASSESMENT LIMITS

4.1

VISUAL ENVELOPE

The Guidelines define the Visual Envelope as the extent of potential visibility. The
only consideration necessary in defining this is to establish where the development
may be visible from.

The extent of the area from which a site may be visible is dependent upon landscape
features that might screen the site as well as the height of the development above
the natural visual horizon (Where the sky appears to meet the Earth).

Assuming that the highest element of the proposed mine is in the order of 20m high
the proposed power line could be visible in a flat landscape for approximately 18km.

However, due to the surrounding ridgelines and the general rolling topography of the
agricultural landscape in which the greater part of the proposed overhead power line
is proposed, this distance is significantly foreshortened. The Visibility Analysis
undertaken in Section 6 indicates that the proposed development is possibly visible
over a wide area up to 20km and beyond. However at this distance, the proposed
power line is unlikely to be distinguishable from its general surroundings. The
assessment also indicates that past 6km distance views of the existing power line
become very broken. It is proposed therefore that a distance of 6km from the
proposed alignment is set as the assessment limit.

4.2

ZONE OF VISUAL INFLUENCE (ZVI)

In accordance with the Guidelines the ZVI is the area within which the proposed
development could have an effect on visual amenity.

In addition to line of sight, the main issue in defining the ZVI is the likely effect of
distance on the type of impact that will be experienced.

Plate 3 indicates an overhead power line similar to that proposed. The view is taken
along the line of towers which have a spacing of +/- 250m. In total 9 towers are
17

visible along the line before it connects to a line running at right angles. The last
tower in the line which is a solid pole structure is just visible at +/-2.5km. The towers
of the line running at right angles is lattice pylons, these are barely visible.

From this brief assessment, it is suggested that the maximum ZVI of the proposed
development is likely to be in the order of 2.5 – 3.0km.

4.3

ASSESSMENT LIMITS

Figure 3, Assessment Limits, indicates the limit of both the Visual Envelope and
Zone of Visual Influence for the project. The limits assume that the alignment is
located within the identified Eskom Corridor. They have been calculated using a 3km
buffer from the edge of the corridor for the limit of possible ZVIs and a 6km buffer
from the edge of the corridor for the limit of possible Visual Envelopes.

PLATE 4, VIEW OF SIMILAR LINE TO THAT PROPOSED, NOTE PYLONS ON THE
HORRIZON ARE JUST VISIBLE
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5

DESCRIPTION OF RECEIVING ENVIRONMENT AND RECEPTORS

5.1

GENERAL

The landscape character of the area is largely a product of landform / drainage patterns,
vegetation cover and built structures.

5.1.1 Landform / Drainage Patterns
The study area is located to the north of the Maliti Mountains in the southern Free State.

The mountains form a high backdrop to views when travelling in a west to east direction
through the study area.

The town of Ficksburg at the eastern end of the proposed alignment is located at an
elevation between 1550 and 1600 m amsl.

The town of Clocolan at the western end of the proposed alignment is located at an
elevation in the order of 1600 m amsl.

There is therefore no appreciable drop in elevation across the length of the study area
although there are significant localised variations.

Within and adjacent to the study area are a number of small peaks and ridges that are
formed from sandstone outliers from the main mountain range. One such ridge wraps
around the northern and western edges of Ficksburg. This landform here rises to
approximately 1850m amsl. An impressive gorge has been eroded through this ridge by
the Meul River. The existing R26 road passes through this gorge.

The Meul River has been dammed immediately to the north of the road. Whilst this dam
is on private property it is understood that it is a popular camping area and the area
surrounding it is used for the annual Ficksburg Cherry Festival.

To the west of the gorge within the study area the landform generally flattens to into a
series of rolling small rounded ridgelines and valleys that generally run in a north to
20

south direction. Small water courses flow through the valley lines. The ridgelines are in
the order of 30-40m higher than the valleys.

To the north of the entire study area there is a an impressive series of peaks / ridgeline
that runs in a broadly east to west direction for the entire distance between Clocolan and
Ficksburg. This landform is an extension of the ridgeline that forms the gorge to the west
of Ficksburg. For the majority of the study area the this landform is 10 or more from the
northern edge of the corridor. However at approximately half way between Clocolan and
Ficksburg, a secondary ridgeline running in a north to south direction from the main
landform extends to within 5km.

At approximately between 3km and 5km from Clocolan there is a minor peak / ridgeline
that rises within the southern portion of the identified corridor and to the south of the
existing road to approximately 1750m amsl. This landform extends generally in an east
to west direction , however levels generally rise across the study area creating a minor
ridgeline from which panoramic views towards are possible in both an easterly (towards
Ficksburg) and westerly (towards Clocolan) are possible.

The landform as described has the following influence on views from the study area;
i.

Long range panoramic views of the surrounding landscape are possible from the
higher areas within the study area.

ii.

The Maluti Mountains provide a dramatic backdrop to panoramic views to the
west and south.

iii.

To the north, the ridgeline that extends outside the study area provides a
backdrop to views.

iv.

To the west, there is no obvious backdrop to views although there are numerous
isolated hills and ridgelines that are visible.

v.

The minor valley lines that cross the study area have the effect of screening
panoramic views of the surrounding landscape.

vi.

The Meul Gorge immediately to the west of Ficksburg provides a visually
dramatic entrance to the town. This landform screens all distant views.
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PLATE 5, LONG RANGE PANORAMIC VIEWS POSSIBLE FROM HIGHER AREAS.

PLATE 6, THE MALUTI MOUNTAINS FORM A BACK DROP TO VIEWS TO THE SOUTH
AND EAST.
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PLATE 7, TO THE NORTH A RIDGELINE EXTENDS JUST OUTSIDE THE PROPOSED
DEVELOPMENT CORRIDOR.

PLATE 8, TO THE WEST THERE ARE NO CONTINUOUS BACKDROPS TO VIEWS BUT
THERE ARE ISOLATED RIDGELINES AND HILLS.
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PLATE 9, MINOR VALLEY LINES HAVE THE EFFECT OF SCREENING WIDER
PANORAMIC VIEWS.

PLATE 10, MEUL GORGE PROVIDES A DRAMATIC ENTRANCE TO THE TOWN OF
FICKSBURG.

5.1.2 Vegetation Cover
The general vegetation cover reflects the agricultural practices and settlement patterns
within the study area.
24

Within the urban areas of Ficksburg and Clocloan, street trees and garden vegetation
prevail. In many areas this vegetation prevents extensive views both within the towns
and from the urban areas into the surrounding rural landscape.

The majority of the rural area between Clocolan and Ficksburg is under agriculture of
one form or another. The type of agriculture is mixed and includes, fruit growing, arable
crops and cattle grazing areas. The effect of these agricultural practices is to maintain
the landscape largely free of trees and groups of vegetation that might foreshorten
views. There are three exceptions to this in the following areas;
i.

At approximately 6.3km to 8.2km from Clocolan there are significant plantations
of largely alien tree species. This coincides with a section of the existing 88kv
overhead power line converging closely with the R26 road. Due to the
plantations, even though the overhead line is close to the road it is barely visible
to people travelling on the road.

ii.

At approximately 7.3- 8.0kmfrom Ficksburg as the existing road drops into the
valley line before entering the Meul Gorge, there are extensive thickets /
plantations of largely alien trees. These plantations have the effect of largely
screening views of existing pylons in an area where the existing overhead line
crosses the road on the approach to Ficksburg.

iii.

Within the minor valley lines there are scattered trees and taller vegetation which
have the effect of softening views of existing pylons at points where the existing
overhead line crosses the road.
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PLATE 11, THE URBAN AREAS ARE WELL TREED LIMITING VIEWS TO THE
SURROUNDING RURAL AREA.

PLATE 12, PLANTATIONS OF ALIEN TREES LARGELY SCREEN THE POWER LINE
FROM THE ROAD (6.3KM TO 8.2KM FROM CLOCOLAN).
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PLATE 13, MINOR VALLEY LINES WITH SCATTERED TREES AND TALLER
VEGETATION.

5.1.3 Development
Existing development generally includes;
i.

The urban areas of Ficksburg and Clocolan at the eastern and western ends
of the proposed alignments respectively. The formal centres of the towns are
well treed to the extent that generally only views within the town centres are
possible.

ii.

On the edge of each urban area in the vicinity of the substations that the
proposed overhead line will commence and terminate at, there are large
housing areas. These housing areas are well established to the extent that
garden vegetation including trees has established between the houses. This
vegetation also has the effect of reducing views of adjacent rural areas from
within the housing areas. Only residents on the edges of these housing areas
have a view over adjacent rural areas

iii.

Within the rural area between the two towns there are a number of small
agricultural settlements based on local farms.

Other development that is obvious within the landscape includes;
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iv.

A group of tall agricultural silos adjacent to the road on the eastern edge of
Clocolan. These are the largest obvious landmark on the approach to
Clocolan along the R26.

v.

A farm stall adjacent to the road approximately 10k from Clocolan. This is
comprised of an isolated building that has an agricultural character. It doesn’t
significantly detract from the general rural agricultural character of the area.

PLATE 14, LARGE HOUSING AREA IN THE VICINITYOF THE FICKSBURG
SUBSTATION

PLATE 15, SMALL AGRICUALTURAL SETTLEMENT ASSOCIATED WITH
FARMS
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PLATE 16, LARGE SILOS ARE AN OBVIOUS LAND MARK AT CLOCOLAN

PLATE 17, FARM STALL APPROXIMATELY 10KM FROM CLOCOLAN

5.1.4 Existing Infrastructure
Existing infrastructure within the prosed development corridor includes;
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i.

The R26 Road

ii.

Local un-surfaced roads

iii.

The existing 88KV overhead power line.

iv.

Overhead low voltage power lines.

v.

Railway.

vi.

Telecommunications masts.

With the exception of telecommunications masts, these elements are aligned from
east to west through the corridor. They therefore have a reasonably consistent
influence on landscape character throughout the study area.

Telecommunications masts can be seen on hill sides and ridges particularly to the
south of the identified corridor. They are however located more than 4km from the
centre of the corridor (R26) and therefore do not have a large influence on landscape
character.

i.

The R26 Road

The road follows an alignment that is approximately central to the possible
development corridor identified by Eskom. This is the main route between Clocolan
and Ficksburg. It also carries all regional traffic from the Western and Northern Free
State. This route is therefore an important regional link road.

The R26 between Clocolan and Ficksburg is also part of the Maluti Route which is
being developed by regional and local tourism bodies as a tourism development
corridor.

ii.

Local Un-surfaced Roads

There are numerous un-surfaced local roads that link into the R26. These generally
serve local communities, however one also links to the Peka Bridge border control
(RSA / Lesotho) so it also carries cross border traffic.

iii.

Existing 88KV overhead power line
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This is generally aligned away from the R26 road. The distance from the road varies
up to1.2km but is generally located within 500m of the road. The overhead line also
crosses the road in three areas.

As indicated in section 3.2, this power line is critical to the supply of electricity to
Ficksburg.

This power line is generally suspended on steel lattice pylons that are of similar
scale to the proposed project. In areas pole structures have also been used.

iv.

Overhead low voltage power lines

In areas overhead low voltage lines are obvious both adjacent to the road and within
the surrounding landscape. These are lower than the 88KV lines (approximately 10m
high as opposed to +/- 20m) and are supported on solid gum tree poles.

v.

Railway

A single railway track runs through the landscape to the north and close to the R26.
From observations during the site visit (over two days), the line does not appear to be
busy as no trains were seen.

The line is either screened from the road by vegetation or landform or is set slightly
higher than the road resulting in it not being highly obvious in the landscape.

vi.

Telecommunications masts.

A small number of telecommunications masts can be seen on hillsides and ridgelines
particularly to the south of the study area. These are located at some distance from
the corridor, they also appear to be lattice type steel structures. Whilst they are
visible the distance and nature of the structures result in them not being highly
conspicuous to viewers within the corridor.
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5.2

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER AND SIGNIFICANCE

Landform, vegetation and the extent / nature of development are the main character
defining elements.

In broad terms the landscape can be divided into the following character zones
(Refer to Figure 4);
a) Settlement areas at both ends of the proposed alignment where housing
development dominates the land use. In both these areas views of rural areas
are possible along roads and from the edges of development. Also within both
of these areas, overhead power lines are highly obvious.
b) The area of rugged topography (Meul River Gorge) to the west of
Ficksburg. Views are dominated by the steep hill slopes that frame the gorge.
Vegetation is far from natural or pristine; the valley floor is largely planted with
alien tree species, the upper slopes are generally natural grassland however,
even here there is a large proportion of alien invasive woody plants.
c) The area around the Meulspuit Dam immediately to the north of the gorge.
The area of open water between two large ridgelines in this area makes it very
different from other areas within the study area.
d) The rolling topography of the main agricultural area between Ficksburg
and Clocolan. This area is relatively flat and generally open so long distance
views are possible. When looking south and east from within this area the
Maluti Mountains provide an impressive backdrop. Views to the north are
generally contained by the ridgeline and more minor peaks that also provide
interest. Within this general area there are two sub areas where local
conditions restrict the long range views that are generally possible;
i.

Within the valley lines that bisect the zone, views out of the valley are
generally curtailed by the 30 – 40m high valley sides.

ii.

Within two areas plantations of alien trees have been planted or
allowed to develop. In these areas views are blocked by the
plantations.

In terms of significance, the landscape is likely to hold differing relevance for the
various groups of people who use and live, work and visit the area.
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For a large proportion of land owners and agricultural workers, the landscape is
important primarily for its production capability. Aesthetics are likely to be a
secondary consideration.

For residents of the housing areas adjacent to Clocolan and Ficksburg, aesthetics
are also likely to be a secondary consideration. These are generally poorer sectors of
the community. In these areas the emphasis is likely to be on finding and maintaining
employment.

Tourists who travel through the area along the R26 are likely to value the scenic
quality of the landscape highly. The natural rugged landform of the Maluti Mountains
is the main tourism attraction. To be able to have long range views of this across the
open agricultural potentially provides potential within the study area for tourism
related attractions as are foreseen by recognition of the R26 as part of the Maluti
Route. The Meul Gorge at the approach to Ficksburg also reinforces this tourism
potential.

Local people who use the area around the Muelspruit Dam to the west of Ficksburg
for recreational activities and for the annual Ficksburg Cherry Festival are attracted to
this area for a reason. The steep hill slopes surrounding the water body provide a
dramatic but sheltered landscape for local recreational activities. It is likely that this
area is highly valued amongst local people.

Many residents and business people in the town of Ficksburg appear to rely on
visitors who are attracted to the area for its natural scenery for an income. This is
obvious from the many bed and breakfast establishments in the Town. These people
are likely to value the natural scenery within the study area.

The landscape within the study area therefore has large significance in terms of its
current value for tourism. A part of this value still has to be realised, this will possibly
occur with further development of the Maluti Route.

Whilst for a large portion of the community, the aesthetics of the area are likely to be
a secondary consideration, the reduction of potential to generate incomes for local
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people that could result from degrading of the landscape will be obvious. This could
mean that a large proportion of local people understand and value the landscape
even though it may not be a primary concern.

5.3

IMPORTANT VIEWPOINTS

Important viewpoints within the study area include;
a) Views from the entire length of the R26. It is from this road that tourists
experience the area. It is likely that views to the south and east are more
important than views to the north and west due to the backdrop of the Maluti
Mountains that can be seen in this direction.
b) Views within the Meul Gorge. This feature provides an impressive entrance to
Ficksburg and whilst it is far from a pristine landscape, the overall impression is
of entering a mountain pass.
c) Views from around the Meulspruit Dam. This area is an important local
recreational resource.

These areas are indicated on Figure 5.

PLATE 18, THE MEULSPRUIT DAM IS AN IMPORTANT LOCAL
RECREATION RESOURCE
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6

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL EFFECTS

6.1

GENERAL

Three areas of concern have been identified;
•

Views from the R26 particularly to the south and east.

•

Views from around the Meulspruit Dam

•

Views from within the Meul Gorge.

6.2

VIEWS FROM THE R26

The following considerations are relevant;
•

Views of the existing 88KV overhead line

•

The distance of a possible alignment from the R26

•

The nature of proposed towers

6.2.1 Views of the existing 88KV line
The existing 88KV overhead line already has an impact on the area.

It is generally located away from the R26 however it does come close to the road in
two locations and crosses the road in three locations.

The existing road crossings occur within minor valley systems. From within these
valleys broad panoramic views of the surrounding landscape are generally not
possible. This means that the highest impact areas are relatively localised and do not
affect the key long distance views to the south and east.

To the east of the alignment, the line crosses the R26 to the southern side within a
small valley line close to Clocolan. It then deviates away from the road to a distance
of approximately 700m before turning back towards the road. At approximately 5km
from Clocolan the line is less than 100m from the road. For the majority of this
section, the towers being lattice steel pylons are sufficiently transparent and at a
sufficient distance to result in small existing impact. It possibly would be better if the
towers were not visible however they do not significantly detract from the views of the
surrounding landscape.
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As the existing line runs close to the road between approximately 5km and 6km from
Clocolan, it is screened within large plantations of trees. In this area, an observer has
to know where the line is and actually look for it in order to glimpse views of it
between the trees.

Between 6km and 15km from Clocolan, the existing line remains on the southern
side of the R26. It deviates away from the road alignment to a distance of
approximately 650m. As is the case over the initial 5km, the lattice towers are
sufficiently transparent to help minimise impacts. The landform also falls away over
this section which also helps to reduce impacts.

Over the next 3km (15km to 18km from Clocolan), the existing power line runs
parallel to the R26 at a distance of approximately 100m from the road. Over this
distance the existing line is obvious, however, the road passes through two small
valley lines and so for much of the distance panoramic views of the surrounding
landscape are not possible.

From approximately 18km to 22km from Clocolan the existing overhead line again
deviates from the road alignment to a distance of approximately 600m from the road.
Over this distance, the landform which generally falls away from the road and the
transparency of the lattice pylons help to minimise impacts.

At approximately 22km from Clocolan, the overhead power line converges and
crosses the road. The convergence and the crossing all occur within a minor valley,
so again, impacts are limited to short range views of the valley and panoramic views
of the broader landscape including of the Maluti Mountains are unaffected.

For the next 6km (approximately 22km to 28km from Clocolan) the existing overhead
power line runs parallel and approximately 500m from the road. At this distance and
again because the towers are relatively transparent lattice pylons, these structures
tend to blend into the background ridgelines.
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At approximately 28km from Clocolan, the existing power line crosses the R26 for the
last time to the southern side of the road. This crossing again occurs in a minor
valley and so the impact on broader landscape views are limited. The crossing also
occurs immediately after the ridgeline and is at least part screened by landform and
trees. The crossing itself is therefore not conspicuous even within the valley
landscape.

From approximately 28km to 32.5km from Clocolan, the existing overhead power line
alignment again deviates from the R26. From this point the line deviates to
approximately 1.4km away from the road and it is aligned around the outside of the
Meul River Gorge. As the road is aligned through the gorge, views of the line from
the road are not possible and the natural effect is not spoilt for road users.

From approximately 32.5km from Clocolan to the end of the proposed alignment the
existing overhead power line converges again with the road and runs parallel an
close to the last section that leads to the existing sub-station. This section of road is
very much a local access road and is unlikely to carry tourism traffic. .

In conclusion it would have been possible to reduce the visibility of the existing
overhead power line from the R26 by aligning it further away from the road. However,
in most areas that matter; where long panoramic views of adjacent mountains are
possible and within the Meul Gorge, the existing line is not highly obvious. It therefore
only has a small impact on the quality of views from the road.

If the proposed new line were to follow the existing overhead power line it is likely
that visibility of the lines might increase marginally, however, in most areas, the
distance between the road and the line would be sufficient to ensure visual impact
would not increase significantly.
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PLATE 19, ROAD CROSSING IN A MINOR VALLEY SYSTEM. THE
CROSSING IS SCREEMED LARGELY BY VEGETATION

PLATE 20, EXISTING LINE RUNS CLOSE TO ROAD IN A MINOR VALLEY.
THE MORE IMPORTANT PANORAMIC VIEWS ARE SCREENED BY THE
VALLEY SIDES AND SO ARE NOT SPOILT.
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PLATE 21, EXISTING ALIGNMENT RUNS CLOSE TO ROAD THROUGH
PLANTATION AREA. TREES LARGELY SCREEN THE IMPACT

PLATE 22, PYLONS ARE GENERALLY VISIBLE BUT DO NOT DETRACT
SIGNIFICANTLY FROM VIEWS OF THE RURAL LANDSCAPE

6.2.2 The distance of a possible alignment from the R26
One of the possible alignment alternatives under consideration is aligning the
proposed overhead power line adjacent to the R26. If this were to occur then the
impact is likely to be similar to that indicated in Plate 1 which shows a view of the
existing overhead line adjacent to the local road leading to the existing substation in
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Ficksburg. It might be argued that the view of the natural landscape beyond would
still be visible, however, the introduction of the tower structures and overhead line
into the foreground of the view is likely to have a significantly negative effect on the
perceptions of people travelling along the road.

Obviously the further that the new line can be located from the road, the less that it
will be obvious. The assessment included in Section 4 indicates that at 2.5km to
3.0km distance from the viewer the power line is likely to be barely visible. This would
therefore be the optimum distance in terms of minimising the impact on views from
the road.

If the proposed overhead line had to be aligned adjacent to the road then the north
side of the road should be selected as this would not affect views to the south and
east towards the Maluti Mountains. It is however likely to affect the overall impression
of the area for visitors and tourists.

10.2.3 The nature of proposed towers.
As indicated in Section 4, because of their smaller visual mass, monopole towers are
likely to be less conspicuous than lattice pylons when viewed from a short distance.
This is because over a short distance the overall width of the pylon structure is
obvious.

When viewed from a long distance however, the lattice pylon is likely to be the least
obvious as the individual elements of the structure become less obvious and tend to
blend into the backdrop.

6.3

VIEWS FROM AROUND THE MEULSPRUIT DAM

This area is enclosed by ridgelines on either side of the dam. Placing the proposed
overhead power line within this landscape is likely to impact negatively on views of
the perceived natural environment.
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6.4

VIEWS OF THE MEUL RIVER GORGE

As in 6.3 placing the proposed overhead power line within this landscape is likely to
impact negatively on views of the perceived natural environment.
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7

VISIBILITY

7.1

VISIBILITY FOR RECEPTORS

A receptor is defined by the Guidelines as a physical landscape resource, special
interest or viewer group that will experience an effect.

A visibility assessment has been undertaken using ArcGIS Spatial Analyst. This
indicates how visible the mine and associated infrastructure is likely to be to surrounding
areas.

The visibility assessment has been undertaken using NASA’s 90m digital elevation
database that was obtained from the Consultative Group for International Agricultural
Research / Consortium for Spatial Information. The elevation values were obtained from
NASA aerial photography and have been checked against GPS values obtained in the
field. This is the most accurate information covering the possible areas of visibility that
was available.

The computer generated visibility assessment is based on topography, it therefore
needs to be considered in the context of limiting factors identified from the site visit that
are detailed in Sections 4 and 5. In order to assist with this the following distance buffers
are indicated on the assessment maps;
• The 3000m buffer indicates the area within which landscape changes associated
with the proposed power line could have an impact on visual amenity (Zone of
Visual Influence).
• The 6000m buffer indicates the general limit of visibility within which elements
could be visible (Visual Envelope).

7.2

VISUAL ENVELOPES

In order to provide information for a comparative assessment visual envelopes have
been prepared for;
•

The proposed overhead power line aligned along the existing power line
alignment. As indicated previously, the area of highest impact associated with
this alignment is likely to be in areas where the power line crosses the R26.
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From observations on site it appeared that crossings generally occur in minor
valleys which have the effect of limiting the extent of impact. In order to test
this observation, a visual envelope has also been prepared for the road
crossings.
•

The proposed overhead power line aligned along the R26.

•

The proposed overhead power line aligned along the northern and southern
limits of the possible development corridor that was identified by Eskom.
These alignments have been used as the assessment so far indicates that
from a visual perspective, the further that the proposed overhead power line is
from the existing R26 the less the line is likely to be visible to this tourism
route. By adopting the two possible extremes this will provide an indication as
to whether a more detailed alignment investigation might be beneficial.

Figures 6 to 10 inclusive indicate the visual envelopes described above.

It should be noted that the Visual Envelopes have been prepared by placing points at
1km centres along the proposed alignments. The resulting assessment therefore
provides an indication of the extent of the proposed alignment that is likely to be
visible from each area.

7.2.1 Existing Alignment
Figure 6 indicates the likely visibility of the proposed overhead power line along the
alignment of the existing power line.

Figure 7 indicates the likely visibility of the proposed overhead power line as it
crosses the R26.

These maps indicate that;
a) Visibility of the alignment around the Meul River Gorge and Meulspruit Dam is
relatively low. This is to be expected as the existing alignment passes to the
south of the gorge. Parts of the alignment that might be visible to these areas
are likely to be seen at a distance. This impact is therefore likely to be
minimal.
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b) The areas from which a large extent (+10km) of the alignment could be visible
coincide with high points in the landscape. They also coincide with areas
where the existing alignment is some distance (600-800m) away from the
road. This means that views of the overhead power line from the R26 are
likely to be significantly mitigated by distance.
c) The road crossings only impact on limited areas in and around the minor
valleys.

7.2.2 Road Alignment
Figure 8 indicates the likely visibility of the proposed overhead power line along the
alignment of the existing road (R26)

This map indicates that the alignment along the R26 is likely to be visible to similar
areas as the existing alignment. This is possibly to be expected as the over much of
its length, the existing alignment deviates from the road by relatively short distances.
However, these small deviations are significant in terms of mitigating the significance
of the impact.

7.2.3 Northern and Southern Alignments
Figure 9 indicates the likely visibility of the proposed overhead power line along the
northern edge of the possible development corridor as identified by Eskom.

Figure 10 indicates the likely visibility of the proposed overhead power line along the
southern edge of the possible development corridor as identified by Eskom.

These maps indicate that the southern alignment is likely to be visible over a
significantly smaller area than the northern alignment. This indicates that if an
alternative alignment is to be considered it should be located to the south of the
identified corridor.
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8

POTENTIAL VISUAL IMPACTS AND POSSIBLE MITIGATION
MEASURES

Criteria for the assessment provided by ACER Environmental Management
Consultants are attached as Appendix III.

8.1

EXISTING OVERHEAD POWER LINE ALIGNMENT

CRITERIA

RATING

Note

Nature

Negative /

The existing line has already created a

Neutral

visual impact. If the line follows close
to the existing then the current impact
may be slightly reinforced particularly
at road crossings and in areas where
the line runs close to the road,
however, the increased impact is not
likely to be significant.

Spatial Extent

Medium

Impacts are likely to extend beyond
2km.

Duration

High

The power line is likely to be in place
for the foreseeable future.

Intensity

Low

The new line is unlikely to be highly
obvious.

Irreplaceability of resource

Low to

The new line is unlikely to impact new

caused by impact

Medium

areas.

Reversibility of impact

Moderate

The project would be relatively easily
reversible.

Consequence

Low

The low consequence is due to the
current impact.

Probability of the impact

Low to

The low to medium rating is due to the

occurring

Medium

fact that a large proportion of people
travelling along the R26 are unlikely to
notice that a new power line had been
added along the existing power line
alignment.

Significance

Low to
Medium

Possible mitigation measures might include;
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a) Ensuring that the design reflect the existing power line as far as possible. This
might include aligning existing and new towers.
b) Ensuring that all road crossings remain within valleys.
c) The use of solid monopoles might be considered where the alignment runs
close to key areas. However, this needs to be considered against the
difference in the existing and proposed towers making the addition of the new
line more obvious.

8.2

R26 ROAD ALIGNMENT

CRITERIA

RATING

Nature

Negative

Note
The development will be highly obvious
and will detract from views of natural
areas.

Spatial Extent

Medium

Impacts are likely to extend beyond
2km.

Duration

High

The power line is likely to be in place
for the foreseeable future.

Intensity

Medium to

Highly obvious

High
Irreplaceability of resource

High

tourism related areas including;

caused by impact

Reversibility of impact

Impacts on all important recreational /

Low

•

Meulspruit Dam,

•

Meul River Gorge

•

Views from the R26

The project would be relatively easily
reversible.

Consequence

High

The high consequence is due to a new
impact on key resources.

Probability of the impact

High

It is likely that all people who travel
along the R26 will notice the new

occurring

overhead power line.
Significance

High

Possible mitigation might include;
a) The use of solid monopole towers, however, this is unlikely to significantly
reduce impacts.
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8.3

NORTHERN ALIGNMENT

CRITERIA

RATING

Note

Nature

Negative /

The development will not be obvious

Neutral

from views of the natural landscapeas
seen from the R26 or the Meul River
Gorge / Meukspruit Dam

Spatial Extent

Medium

Impacts are likely to extend beyond
2km.

Duration

High

The power line is likely to be in place
for the foreseeable future.

Intensity

Low

The development will not be obvious
from key tourism / recreational
resource areas.

Irreplaceability of resource

Medium

The development will not be obvious
from key tourism / recreational

caused by impact

resource areas. It will however create
new areas of impact.
Reversibility of impact

Medium

The project would be relatively easily
reversible.

Consequence

Medium

The medium consequence is due to
the creation of new areas of impact.

Probability of the impact

High

obvious to those in the vicinity.

occurring
Significance

8.4

The new impact areas are likely to be

Medium

SOUTHERN ALIGNMENT

CRITERIA

RATING

Note

Nature

Negative /

The development will not be obvious

Neutral

from views of the natural landscapes
seen from the R26 or the Meul River
Gorge / Meukspruit Dam

Spatial Extent

Medium

Impacts are likely to extend beyond
2km.

Duration

High

The power line is likely to be in place
for the foreseeable future.

Intensity

Low

The development will not be obvious
from key tourism / recreational
resource areas.

Irreplaceability of resource

Medium

The development will not be obvious
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from key tourism / recreational

caused by impact

resource areas. It will however create
new areas of impact.
Reversibility of impact

Medium

The project would be relatively easily
reversible.

Consequence

Medium

The medium consequence is due to
the creation of new areas of impact.

Probability of the impact

High

obvious to those in the vicinity.

occurring
Significance

The new impact areas are likely to be

Medium
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9

CONCLUSION

The assessment indicates that locating the proposed 88KV overhead power line
parallel and close to the R26 is likely to compromise views from the road which could
impact negatively on tourism as well as the enjoyment of recreational areas by local
people. This alternative is therefore not supported.

Locating the proposed overhead power line as far as possible from the R26 which is
an important tourism route and key landscape areas of the Meulspruit Dam and Meul
River Gorge is the obvious method of minimising visual impact on these resource
areas.

However there is an existing 88KV overhead power line running through the
identified corridor with existing visual impacts. The assessment has indicated that
whilst the overhead line is visible, these impacts do not significantly spoil the
enjoyment of long range views towards the Maluti Mountains and adjacent foot hills.
Where impacts are greatest they are generally contained by minor valley systems
that cross the development corridor.

Due to the distance that the existing power line is away from key viewpoints and
landscapes and due to other mitigatory effects including tree plantations and
landform, it is likely that the new power line might run parallel and close to the
existing line without significantly increasing existing impacts. This would also help to
prevent an increase in the footprint within the rural landscape.

If a new alignment is required, the assessment indicates that it is likely that locating it
to the south of the development corridor is likely to be less visible than locating it to
the north. This however is a general conclusion that would have to be tested
following alignment planning input from relevant technical experts.

The favoured alternative from a visual impact perspective is therefore to develop the
new line in close proximity and parallel to the existing line and to use the migration
measures indicated in 8.1.
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ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN PARTNERSHIP (DURBAN) – DIRECTOR
VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT PROJECTS
Zeekoegatt, Durban - Computer aided visual impact assessment. EDP acted as
advisor to the Province of KwaZulu Natal in an appeal brought about by a
developer to extend a light industrial development within a 60 metre building line
from the National N3 Highway.
La Lucia Mall Extension - Visual impact assessment using three dimensional
computer modelling / photo realistic rendering and montage techniques for
proposed extension to shopping mall for public consultation exercise.
Redhill Industrial Development - Visual impact assessment using three
dimensional computer modelling / photo realistic rendering and montage
techniques for proposed new industrial area for public consultation exercise.
Avondale Reservoir - Visual impact assessment using three dimensional
computer modelling / photo realistic rendering and montage techniques for
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1992 - 1995

proposed hilltop reservoir as part of Environmental Impact Assessment for
Umgeni Water.
Hammersdale Reservoir - Visual impact assessment using three dimensional
computer modelling / photo realistic rendering and montage techniques for
proposed hilltop reservoir as part of Environmental Impact Assessment for
Umgeni Water.
Southgate Industrial Park, Durban - Computer Aided Visual Impact Assessment
and Landscape Design for AECI.

PRINCIPAL, OPUS ENVIRONMENT (NEWPORT, UK)
VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT PROJECTS
Sainsbury's Bryn Rhos - Computer Aided Visual Impact Assessment/ Planning
Application for the development of a new store within the Green Wedge North of
Swansea.
Ynyston Farm Access - Computer Aided Impact Assessment of visual intrusion of
access road to proposed development of Cardiff for the Land Authority for Wales.
Court Wood Development - Site planning, sketch and impact assessment for
proposed hillside housing development for Newbridge Development Company.

1990-1992

PRINCIPAL LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT, GILLESPIES
LANDSCAPE / VISUAL ASSESSMENT PROJECTS
A470, Cefn Coed to Pentrebach - Preparation of frameworks for the assessment
of the impact of the proposed alignment on the landscape for The Welsh Office.
Sparkford to Illchester Bye Pass - The preparation of the landscape framework
and the draft landscape plan for the Department of Transport.

1986-1989

ASSOCIATE, BRIAN CLOUSTON AND PARTNERS HONG KONG.
VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT PROJECTS
Route 3 - Assessment for alternative road alignments between Hong Kong Island
and the Chinese Border.
Tates Cairn Tunnel Approach Roads - Assessment and Landscape Design for
tunnel scheme between Kowloon and Sha Tin New Town.

1981-1986

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT/SENIOR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT,
BRIAN CLOUSTON AND PARTNERS HONG KONG.
VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT PROJECTS
China Border Link - Assessment and initial Landscape Design for a new border
crossing at Lok Ma Chau.
Route 81, Aberdeen Tunnel to Stanley - Assessment for alternative highway
alignments on the South side of Hong Kong Island.
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APPENDIX II
GUIDELINES FOR INVOLVING VISUAL AND AESTHETIC SPECIALISTS IN EIA
PROCESSES
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APPENDIX III
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA PROVIDED BY ACER
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